A new look at the closure problem of turbulent boundary layers is taken here using recently derived analytical expressions for the shear stress distributions. These expressions are based on the logarithmic law of the wall and law of the wake formulation of Coles [J. Fluid Mech. 1, 19 1 (1956)] with the mean continuity and the mean momentum differential and integral equations. The concept of equilibrium layers of Clauser [Adv. Mech. 4, 1 (1956)] is extended and using similar ideas as Rotta [Prog. Aeronaut. Sci. 2, 1 ( 1962)] for self-similarity, a closure scheme is proposed for layers developing in arbitrary pressure gradients for the case where the streamwise derivative of the Coles wake factor is not too large. For a given flow case, this Coles wake condition can be tested with internal consistency checks. The mathematical framework is most suitable for incorporating Townsend's attached eddy hypothesis as recently developed by Perry, Li, and Mar&6 [Philos. Trans. R. Sot. London Ser. A 336, 67 (1991)] for closure. This gives an opportunity to incorporate coherent structure concepts into closure schemes. Possible ways of handling the difficult case where the streamwise derivative of the Coles wake factor is significant are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work, a new look is taken at the closure problem for turbulent boundary layers in the light of new and more complete analytical expressions recently derived for the shear stress profiles.
One motivation for this work was to incorporate the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend' as further developed by Perry, Henbest, and Chong into a closure scheme. Some initial steps towards this are given by Perry, Li, and MaruSiE.3 This represented one of the first attempts to incorporate coherent structure concepts into closure schemes for wall turbulence and avoids the use of local exchange coefficients. This has prompted the following questions for this work:
(1) found from the mean momentum and continuity equations which are consistent with self-similarity in both the velocity defect and shear stress profiles, then when these conditions are applied, such selfsimilarity will indeed occur (e.g. see Rotta4).
Assumption (a) is consistent with the classical approach to wall turbulence using the similarity schemes of Millikan5 Clauser, 6'7 and Rotta.4 Using assumptions (a) to (e) above, the shear stress relationships have been derived. Further,-with the aid of (f) above, evolution equations for the streamwise development of equilibrium layers have been derived. This is extended to quasiequilibrium layer development where the Coles wake factor is permitted to vary slowly with streamwise distance. The required relationships for closure and the most appropriate nondimensional parameters to use are derived. The form of these closure relationships would need to be obtained from a series of systematic "once and for all" experiments. It might also be possible to use the attached eddy hypothesis in conjunction with this. An example of this is illustrated later in the paper.
For the case of Coles wake factor undergoing rapid streamwise increase, the quasiequilibrium assumptions breakdown. Problems with this are left to future work but possible directions are briefly discussed.
Much of this work in deriving the shear stress profile expressions is based on the work of Coles, 8 Li, 9 Mart&c, " Perry and Li, " and Perry.i2'i3 Parts of this paper are based on a more detailed G.A.L.C.I.T. report by Perry.13 As far as possible results have been kept in analytical form and here MATHEMATICA was found to be most useful.
II. SHEAR STRESS PROFILES IN TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS
We start with the Coles14 logarithmic law of the wall, law of the wake formulation. This can be written as g=; In z+ +A+; W,[q, II] 7 1 1 (1) where U is the mean velocity in the streamwise direction (i.e., the x direction), z is the distance normal to the wall, U, is the friction velocity given by U,= (70/p) "' where r. is the wall shear stress and p is the fluid density, Y is the fluid kinematic viscosity, K is the von K&man constant (later assumed to be 0.41), A is the universal smooth wall constant (later assumed to be 5.1), II is the Coles wake factor which generally varies with streamwise distance and IV, is the Coles wake function. Traditionally IV, is a universal function of rlT alone where rlT=z/& where ScT is the traditional Coles thickness which is located at the point of maximum deviation from the semilogarithmic law (see Fig. 1 ). However we will use the Lewkowic? formulation, Eq. (2), which ensures that aU/az=O at rl== 1 where v=z/& and S, is also shown in Fig. 1 
This trigonometric formulation is unsuitable for low values of II since for II less than about 0.2, the solution for y follows an unrealistic branch. Also the polynomial formula was found to be slightly more convenient for computing shear stress profiles and mean profile parameters. In this work the velocity defect formulation will be used throughout. That is
where U1 is the local free-stream velocity.
The mean continuity equation is where W is the mean velocity component normal to the wall. Note that two-dimensional mean flow is being assumed.
The mean momentum equation is au au 1 dp 1 & upwa,=-p&+p& (6) where p is the free-stream static pressure and r is the local shear stress. It should be noted that streamwise gradients of turbulence normal stresses are being neglected. Later the relationship
will be used. Here vdU/az is the viscous contribution and -m is the Reynolds (kinematic) shear stress where U' and w' are the fluctuating components of velocity in the x and z directions respectively and the overbar denotes a time average. For the region of flow where zU,./v> 50, the viscous contribution is negligible. Perry," who considered equilibrium layers found that the inclusion of the buffer zone and viscous sublayer in the formulation had negligible effect on the overall momentum balance and shear stress distribution for practical ranges of Reynolds number and it is assumed here that it is quite safe for the purpose of momentum balances and shear stress profiles to take the logarithmic law profile all the way to the wall.
Substituting (4) and (5) into (6) and making use of relations derived from the logarithmic law of the wall and momentum integral equation we obtain, after much algebra Here s= u1/u,= @q (9) where C> is the local skin friction coefficient, given by 
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Functions f i and f2 and f3 are complicated and their detailed forms have been deduced by Perry13 and some details are given in the Appendix. Equation (8) is the simplest and most convenient form so far derived and it can be seen that there are three components of stress given and these are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 for a typical adverse pressure gradient boundary layer. The first term gives a shear stress distribution which resembles a zero pressure gradient layer. The third term adds a curve with a positive maximum but the second term is negative. A positive &iII/dx causes a reduction in the stress distribution. In the case of favorable pressure gradients to be considered later with numerical examples, the signs of the second and third terms are opposite to that of adverse pressure gradients.
In an equilibrium layer, the second term in (8) is zero and for adverse pressure gradients, the nondimensional shear stress reaches the highest possible maximum value. This is an interesting property of equilibrium boundary layers. Figure 3 shows some experimental data of Marulic'o for a nonequilibrium layer compared with Eq. (8). Here, SpllWdx, (&/Ul)dUl/dx, and S were obtained from experiment and fed into (8) and the agreement can be seen to be satisfactory. Figure 4 shows results which the authors interpolated from the data of East, Sawyer, and Nash" who carried out a series of experiments on a family of equilibrium layers (i.e. SS,&II/dx was approximately zero-see Sec. V). The interpolation gives the same values of II as for Mar&C's data and the results are plotted to the same scale. It can be seen that the effect of &dII/dx is very large in the case of Man&% data and the maximum nondimensional shear stress is considerably lower than the Fast et al. data. Thus there is no one to one correspondence between the nondimensional velocity defect profile (characterized by Il) and the nondimensional shear stress profiles as is implied in theories which use universal distributions of eddy viscosity or mixing length. From what follows later, such theories would come to grief if SplWdx effects are significant. Equation (8) has been rigorously derived and so is an excellent tool for testing experimental data. Perry and Li" applied (8) to the Reynolds shear stress data of many workers. Departures indicate either a lack of twodimensionality or poor hot-wire techniques, assuming of course that the law of the wall and law of the wake formulation is correct.
HI. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM BOUNDARY LAYERS
The equations which govern the streamwise evolution of turbulent boundary layers will be given. Our attention for the moment will be confined to equilibrium layers and hence S&'I/dx=O.
We will use the logarithmic law of the wall, law of the wake and the momentum integral equation. This latter equation is (15) The analysis which follows makes use of the following definitions and identities: (16) where (17) where p is the Clauser7 pressure gradient parameter. From the logarithmic law of the wall and law of the wake
Here & will be referred to as the von K&man number; E@Tj is given by
After a considerable amount of algebra, we arrive at two evolution equations which are given as (20) and (2 1) below.
where (22) where C, is the local free-stream pressure coefficient. Also
where U. is the free-stream velocity at x =O; R, is the most practical of Reynolds numbers since it is based on variables explicitly specified by the user. Some of the intermediate equations used in arriving at the above relationships are given in the Appendix [Eqs. (A6) to (AlO)]. Equation (20) is derived from the momentum integral equation and the logarithmic law of the wall and the law of the wake. Equation (21) comes purely from the logarithmic law of the wall and the law of the wake.
Equations (20) and (21) are a pair of coupled equations which have been derived for equilibrium layers where Il is invariant with streamwise Reynolds number R,. One must keep in mind that E, Cl, and C2 are all functions of ll alone and so are also invariant with R,. A third equation is needed for closure. From an extension of the work of Coles' and Clauser' we need to know the functional form P=P [K Sl. (25) For further clues regarding (25) consider the following. For a true equilibrium layer we should have self-similarity in both velocity defect and the shear stress distributions but according to Rotta4 precise self-similarity is not possible on a smooth surface except for equilibrium sink flows. This will be considered later. However, conditions for an approximate self-similarity can be obtained with the aid of (8). Since G@I/dx=O then (8) with (16) gives ;=fhn, Sl -f3[GL s&.
( 261 1 Although it is not possible to collapse r/r0 for all 7 at a fixed II, let us seek conditions necessary for forcing the profiles to match at q=m where m will be chosen to give reasonable collapse for most of the profile. In other words 7 -0 70 Tpm =fl sl&=Y[n, ml (27) where in (27) p and S will be varied for fixed Il in such a way as to produce a fixed 2. It has been found13 that m = 0.4 appears to be close to au optimum choice for close to precise self-similarity for a wide range of II and for all S. It turns out that f ,[m,II,S'j is a ratio of two polynomials in S of the same order and as S-+ 03, f 1 approaches a constant. Also f 3[m,II,S]/ClS has similar properties to f 1 and as S+ 03, f ,/f&S' approaches a constant. Hence for S-t CO, /3+const for fixed 2.
It has been shown by Perryi that for the cases considered here the general behavior of S-M) as RX+ 00 applies. From (27) it can be seen that fl must approach an asymptotic value &$l] which is a function of Il alone. In order to obtain closure, it is necessary to know the function &[II]. East et al. l7 carried out a series of experiments on a family of equilibrium layers and assumed that fi was a function only of II and data seem to fit a relationship proposed by Green et al. l8 which is
This is shown later in Fig. 19 and it should be noted that for II =O, &---l/2 which is consistent with the work of Jones and Launder" for equilibrium sink flow at intinite Reynolds numbers. Here the suffix g denotes Green et al. l8 Other similar curve fits for /3 versus II, showing little difference to (28), have been proposed by Mellor and Gibson, 20 see White.21 Although East et al's experiments were not carried out for S+ CO, for the purpose of this preliminary investigation it will be assumed that & corresponds with the asymptotic value of p for tied 3. This is a temporary assumption just to develop the mathematics and numerical schemes. When and if a more accurate version of (28) is found it will be replaced.
Let fl variations for a fixed 2 and a given asymptotic value of & be denoted by P=&JK Sl (29) and Pg=&[ K co 1 (30) and it is understood that m=0.4.
Applying Eq. (27) for finite S and infinite S we obtain Pt#-L Sl =f,;*yfJ,ss] 1
Equation (3 1) gives a known analytical function for (29). Clauser6. ' proposed that an equilibrium layer is produced if fi is fixed for a fixed II. From work here it is seen that this is true only asymptotically. As a rough guide to the results of (31), for II=O.l, p increases by about 25% over the entire range of S and for II=lO, p decreases by about 20% over the range. See Perry13 for details. Other theories have been reviewed by Perry13 and it was shown that their performance for producing self-similar shear stresses was poor.
IV. THE QUASlEQUlLlBRlUM HlYPOTHESlS
Let us now assume that these equations can be applied to nonequilibrium boundary layers provided that G,&Wdx is sufficiently small and that local values of II for a given R, can be used in (20) and (2 1). Such layers will be referred to as quasiequilibrium layers. One measure for suflicient smallness of S, dll/dx can be derived from the shear stress equation (8) Here So is the initial value of S and has been chosen such that K, in (18) is of order 100. It is expected that this would be appropriate for a boundary layer which has been freshly tripped. If however, one is interested only in values of R, which are high, the results should be insensitive to the precise value of So chosen. Once R, versus S has been found, all other profile parameters can be found. Figure 7 shows a case where K= lo-* and one can see that the layer initially thickens and then thins linearly to zero thickness when R,=lO*. From Fig. 8 it appears that 3 asymptotes to a constant value invariant with R, and thus satisfies the Rotta4 conditions for precise equilibrium flow. Figure 9 shows shear stress profiles given by Eq. (8).
Since the quasiequilibrium results give Il versus R,, the quantity G,&I/dx can be calculated and the shear stress profiles can be calculated with the S&II/& effect included and with it excluded. If it is included, the shear stress profiles are higher since G,@l/dx is negative. Both sets of profiles have been calculated and the discrepancy can be 
With this formulation one can see that a zero pressure gradient layer is not an equilibrium layer at least for finite S since II varies with R,, albeit slowly. Figures 10 and 11 show the evolution of S versus R, and Il versus R, . Colesz2 has pointed out that for Re less than about 2500, IT drops to zero for decreasing Re. This low Reynolds number effect corresponds approximately with the broken line in Fig.  11 . This effect has not been incorporated into the analysis. This should have a negligible effect on flow at high R,. Figure 12 shows the calculated shear stress profiles with and without the effect of S&Il/dx included. It can be seen that S&lX/dx has no effect and although the shear stress profiles do vary with R,, they are in true quasiequilibrium. If we assume that II = const and put fl= 0, Eq. (40) will yield the classical von K&rmSn law of skin friction, see Perry.13 C. Adverse pressure gradient flows For adverse pressure gradients being produced by a source, the analysis is the same as for favorable pressure gradients except K= -(xoUs/v) -' where x0 and U. are defined in Fig. 13 . Figure 14 shows the calculated shear stress profiles for K= -7.5 x lo-' with and without the effect of &dII/dx. The effect of SgSI/dx does not appear to be particularly strong and so perhaps this also represents a case of quasiequilibrium flow.
V. NON-QUASIEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
It is quite obvious that for more general flow cases evolution equations need to be derived with an account made for the effects of dII/dx. Equation (8) shows that f2[77,Ksl-M) as S+ Q), i.e. it has a similar behavior as f3[791,,SJ treated in Sec. III. Since we expect r/r0 to remain finite as S-03, then a more appropriate parameter for derivatives of II is S&dII/dx ( ==f say) and its coefficient in Eq. (8) will be f2[~,Il,A'j/s which is finite as S'+ 00. Thus we will have evolution equations involving dlWdx and shear stress profile equations involving g. Furthermore, a simple relationship between the asymptotic value of /3 (i.e., 8, say) and II will no longer suffice for obtaining closure. For quasiequilibrium &=& with & given by a curve fit like Fq. (28). However, this would need to be replaced by some sort of multidimensional fit and as a first attempt to consider a broader class of layers we could try 
5=2f[J (43)
It is conjectured that an analysis similar to that for equilibrium flow can be carried out which will yield (42) by forcing shear stress profiles to be invariant with S. In quasiequilibrium flow it was assumed that if II is fixed so also is the shear stress distribution (i.e., S is not involved). By analogy, in non-quasiequilibrium flow II and f fix the shear stress proi?les.
where U, is the characteristic velocity scale of the eddy (assumed to be the friction velocity). The function f depends on eddy shape and can be found by finding the mean spanwise component of vorticity on horizontal sectioning planes (see Perry and Chor$ and Perry et al. ) .' Further details may be found in Perry27 and Perry et aL2' From the Biot-Savart law the contribution to the Reynolds stress A(w) is given by (44) From the above philosophy and conjectures it can be seen that for closure we need Eq. (41). This relationship would probably need to be deduced from experiment. Unfortunately, this relation is for infinite S and experiments are carried out at finite S. Perhaps some sort of extrapolation scheme could be devised for obtaining (41) . Whatever is devised it is obvious that a great deal of high quality experiments will be required. Large gaps will exist in the data no matter how extensive or thorough the experimental program is, and some sort of modeling might be needed to curve fit the results for the purposes of extrapolation and interpolation. As in the past, the intention of turbulence modeling' is to give rational tools for curve fitting.
Here Ui are fluctuating components of velocity, i.e. 24, =d, u2 = u', and u3= w' used 
A promising candidate for such modeling is the attached eddy hypothesis.
it can then be shown with an array of eddies randomly distributed over the wall that the gradient of the mean velocity defect VD= ( U, -U)/U, and the Reynolds stress G are given by two convolution integrals Figure 15 shows schematically a representative attached eddy in a turbulent boundary layer. Work by Grass et al.= and Smith et al.24 shows that hairpin or horseshoe or n-shaped eddies form in wall turbulence but undergo a whole variety of distortions (see also Robinsoi?). However, the authors are using the term "representative eddy" in the Townsend sense. This is a statistical eddy which is the simplest shape that will give the desired link between the mean flow and Reynolds shear stress distribution. This eddy leans in the streamwise direction at a fixed angle, its height is S and it can be seen to contribute to a spanwise component of vorticity. If there is a random array of such dU*,
VI. APPLICATION OF THE AlTACHED EDDY HYPOTHESIS
where eddies have scales S ranging from Si (the scale of the smallest eddy =: 100~/U,) to S,, the scale of the largest eddy which is equal to the boundary layer thickness. It is assumed that all eddies are geometrically similar. In (46) and (47) Equations (46) and (47) were first derived by Perry, Li, and MaruSiE3 and are a generalization of Townsend's' attached ently consider to be unnecessary at this stage. Here w is a weighting function which is a measure of how the PDF of eddy scales differ from an inverse power law in S; T is a weighting function which is a measure of how the velocity scale of eddies of a given scale 6 differ from U,. The function w switches to zero when 1 <Ai and A >A.,. This effectively controls the limits of the integration. The constant M in (46) and (47) is universal and its value depends on how f and. .Iij are normalized. For S/S,+0 but S > Si, w and T are unity and this ensures that we obtain the logarithmic defect law and -uIu3/U~-+ 1 for Ic z/S, sufficiently small. It is assumed that SJ& > 1, where this is actually proportional to the von Karman number, The functions ljj[x/a] are the Townsend eddy intensity functions and sketches are shown in Fig. 16 . Of particular importance is the behavior of I<j[z/s] as z/S -+ 0. This behavior can be derived from Townsend's inviscid boundary condition applied at z/6=0. These eddies are assumed to ride over the boundary with slip. For simplicity we will assume that a representative eddy is a "II-shaped" eddy, as shown in Fig. 17 . This gives a Dirac delta function for h [A] and 1i3[z/a] will be assumed to be a triangle. This is not precisely the case but is close. It satisfies the Townsend' inviscid boundary condition and also shows the rapid drop in the far field influence of the eddy for z> S. The triangle distribution and the delta function are very convenient functions for convolution integrals and although they are approximations they are adequate for demonstration purposes here. Suppose we made w and T equal to unity for all A-AzE i.e., all 6/S,. Equation (46) will give a pure logarithmic defect profile and we know dU*, 1 dil,=i Equation (47) gives a linear stress distribution approaching 1 for z/6,+0. This boundary condition sets the normalization for MJi3 [A] . This case could represent flow in a duct with parallel walls since we have a logarithmic law in velocity defect from the wall to the center and 7/r. is linear going from 1 at z/&=0 to 0 at z/S,= 1. This result is completely at variance with standard eddy viscosity or mixing length theories. These would insist on a constant shear stress for a logarithmic profile of mean velocity whereas here we have a linear stress. Other mean velocity and shear stress profiles can be correctly represented with this formulation by appropriate and plausible variations of T and w with (6/6,). The formulation fits in very naturally with the logarithmic law of the wall and law of the wake model and shear stress profiles of the correct shape can be easily generated.
Let us see if we can derive a function &=&[II] for quasiequilibrium flow with simple hypotheses. We will use the zero pressure gradient layer as a basic flow and attempt to use only empirical constants belonging to this zero pressure gradient case. For this example we will take lI=O.55.
In 9 (46) dU$ldA, is known since II is known; Mh[A]eis known as was determined above since we are assuming a "II eddy" shape. If we deconvolve (46) we obtain w T. Now from the momentum theory for zero pressure gradient it can be shown from (8) This has the interesting property that dT/TQ 1 kFm av =-z*
Here again we see, this time from momentum, that a logarithmic profile in mean velocity can be consistent with a linearly varying stress distribution, reach the same conclusion. Hence the LHS of (47) is known; MJ&] is known and by a deconvolution caT2 is known. From this and the previous result, w and T are known separately for the zero pressure gradient case.
Let it now be assumed that w=o [a-a~] and i.e. w[/z--/zE] is universal for equilibrium and quasiequilibrium flow but T, the weighting factor for velocity scales, depends on II as well as A. -LB. It has been found from cursory studies that this set of assumptions lead to the largest maximum shear stress in adverse pressure gradient layers and this is consistent with equilibrium layers as mentioned in Sec. II. Let us now apply (46) and (47) to pressure gradient flows. From (46) if we know II we know the LHS. We know Mh[A.]e-'3. since eddy shape will be assumed to be independent of pressure gradient. Now, c&t--AE] is known since it was obtained from the zero pressure gradient case and is taken to be universal. By a deconvolution of (46) 
By varying & we match (5 1) to the convolution integral result obtained from (47) above thus establishing a relationship between fi, and II. In Fig. 18 the matched r/rc distributions given by (5 1) and (47) matching was based on a least squares error criterion. For the particular arbitrary choices made for f and 1t3, it is seen that the trigonometric Coles wake function given by (3) works better than the Lewkowicz formulation (2) as seen for the Il=4 case. On the other hand, the results from (51) and (28) are insensitive to the choice between these two wake functions. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show & versus II. Equation (3) was used for II > 0.25 but (2) was used for II < 0.25 because of problems with y mentioned in Sec. II. Considering the present crudity of the model, the results look promising.
Once the correct eddy shape is known the attached eddy hypothesis should give the broadband distributions of -3 q/u;, i@Jf, 3 2/u" r, qzq/U$ and all spectral distributions (see Perry et al2 and Perry and Li" >. However, additional contributions from the Kolmogorov subrange would also need to be incorporated by further eddy structures additional to the attached eddies.
For the case of non-quasiequilibrium flow both o and T will probably be functions of both A-AE and II. It is hoped that with the aid of experiment and hypotheses, some further valid physical insights into eddy structure will emerge. ~
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
It appears that with the logarithmic law of the wall and the law of the wake formulations together with the selfpreserving flow hypothesis of Rotta,4 that approximate equilibrium and quasiequilibrium layers have their nondimensional shear stress distributions completely specified once Il is specified. Thus II specifies completely both the nondimensional velocity defect distribution and shear stress distribution. This is equivalent to having a universal distribution of eddy viscosity given by E -=4[rl, m. c TT (52) ly.J~ Such a relationship was first anticipated by Clauser' and later developed in closely related closure schemes by Cebeci and Smith3 ' and Mellor and Gibson.20 Thus equilibrium and quasiequilibrium conditions imply that Eq. (52) should be valid. This of course does not necessarily mean that a gradient diffusion mechanism is at work, but it is simply that by default equations of the form of (52) work here. Such equations always work if there is a simultaneous self similarity in velocity defect and shear stress (e.g. plain mixing layers and under some conditions jets and wakes). As soon as f ( =SG&lI/dx) has any effect (as is the case in the Man&c layer) Eq. (52) would come to grief if used as a closure hypothesis in a standard differential field method. On the other hand, one could say that the method developed here for equilibrium and quasiequilibrium flow is effectively an integral version of a Cebeci and Smith type of method but it has built in a warning which indicates when (52) is breaking down. Furthermore, closure does not come via an equation like (52) but an equation which gives the asymptotic value of 0, in terms of II, i.e.
Pa=Pml.
This may be obtained experimentally perhaps if we know how to extrapolate to infinite S or with the aid of something like the attached eddy hypothesis. Such a hypothesis with its convolution integrals used in conjunction with the integral scheme proposed here is consistent with Townsend's31 statements about modeling of wall turbulence. Rather than using exchange coefficients related to local flow variables, the layers should be looked at as an "integrated whole" with the transport properties at one point being related to motions in regions remote from the point of interest.
For the more general class of layers the influence of S&iI'I/dx = g is appreciable and it is conjectured that we need a relation like &=Pala 51.
The functional form of this could be deduced from systematic experimental data and the attached eddy hypothesis could be a useful curve-fitting device for interpolation and extrapolation. Perhaps by monitoring the behavior of the weighting functions o and T in experiments, some clues for further hypotheses may emerge.
Of course, everything treated here depends on the Rotta4 hypothesis, that is, if conditions are found from the mean continuity and momentum equations for giving self similarity, then if these conditions are applied self similarity will occur. This may not happen because even though the conditions are necessary they may not be sufficient. (Al)
